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The Difficult Miracle
Reading Phillis Wheatley against the Master’s Discourse

J a m e s E d w a r d F o r d I I I

Occidental College, Los Angeles

I . W H O I S P H I L L I S W H E A T L E Y ?

The question is genuine, not rhetorical. One can answer by historical facts

or by longstanding academic consensus. The facts say that “Phillis Wheat-

ley” refers to the seven- or eight-year-old African girl that slavers kid-

napped from the Muslim region of Senegambia, transported to Boston,

and sold to John and Susannah Wheatley. No one knows her given name in

Africa, because her owners name her after the slaveship that transports

her, the Phillis, and give her their surname. She publishes her first poems

by the age of 14. She continues to publish broadsides and occasional works

drawing on several hybridized aesthetic, religious, and cultural traditions,

though scholars tend to place her among early America’s religious writers

and neoclassical writers. When she releases Poems on Various Subjects,

Religious and Moral in 1773, she becomes the first African American and
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only the second woman in North America to publish a book of verse. She

travels to and from Britain, sometimes with Wheatley family members and

sometimes alone, to find funding for Poems and eventually receives the

support of Selina Hastings, the Countess of Huntingdon. Wheatley finds

her freedom with the deaths of John and Susannah Wheatley. She main-

tains friendships with the likes of Obour Tanner and finds love with black

freeman and entrepreneur John Peters. The couple faces many hardships

during the American Revolution, though Wheatley believes in the fight for

American independence. Some reports say that Phillis and John’s children

die in their infancy. Phillis dies in December 1784, not long after her third

child’s death, while business adversaries hold John in debtor’s prison.

The most enduring scholarly consensus offers a much more heavy-handed

and limiting answer, an answer that this essay aims to displace. The

consensus formed in the 1920s, consolidated itself in the 1960s, and has

lasted into the twenty-first century, as this essay will show through ana-

lyzing several anthologies and articles that grapple with Wheatley’s place

in literary history. One can call this consensus the “accommodationist

description of Phillis Wheatley.”

The accommodationist description makes Phillis Wheatley an important

historical persona but not an important writer. Scholars who abide by this

description tend to make the following claims: Wheatley plays a crucial role in

combatting stereotypical representations of black people across the Atlantic

World in the late eighteenth century. Her literary achievements are mixed,

partly due to age and generation, because Wheatley publishes Poems on

Various Subjects, Religious and Moral in 1773, well before the Romanticists take

Anglophone poetry to new heights. With Blake and Wordsworth as models,

instead of Pope, she might have maximized her poetic potential. Without

these models, we may applaud Wheatley’s attention to neoclassical form. We

may only applaud lukewarmly, however, because Wheatley depends on Pope

and similar authors too much, to the point of mere imitation. Whether poetic

imitation distracts her, Christian devotion constrains her, or social norms

assuage her, the scholarly consensus says Wheatley’s poetry does not address

the plight of black people, especially the enslaved, save in slightly subversive

ways. The accommodationist Phillis Wheatley has impacted all levels of
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American education, shaping academic and popular understandings of her as

a poet.

Gene Jarrett says that “as meaningful as Phillis Wheatley’s poetry may

have been in her time and continues to be in ours, equally if not more mean-

ingful” is her role as “a flashpoint for a broader intellectual debate over genius,

race, and representation at the turn of the nineteenth century“ (Jarrett 2011,

314–15). This essay holds that Wheatley is an equally meaningful “flashpoint”

for theorizing the origins of African American letters as a field of literary

productivity worthy of scholarly research. The consensus just described was

essential to institutionalizing African American literary studies in the U.S.

academy across the twentieth century. The accommodationist description

fits squarely into a teleology in which African American literature begins with

confused or racially misidentified writers, then finds its racial consciousness

throughout the nineteenth century, and finally reaches its zenith in the civil

rights and black power movements of the mid-twentieth century. This essay is

concerned that this teleology tends toward a misreading of Wheatley, in-

formed as it is by the accommodationist description, even though that teleol-

ogy can only function in the aesthetic, conceptual, and historical space that

Wheatley opens up.

Quite disturbingly, scholars frame these routine readings and dismissals

of an accommodationist Phillis Wheatley as defenses of black consciousness,

all the while disavowing how this reading derives from a master’s discourse

permeating the American college/university.1 Since the founding of the uni-

versity in what became the United States, the master’s discourse has sought

relentlessly to make blackness synonymous with slavehood. In the case of

literary studies, the master’s discourse seeks to reduce black writing to by-

products of master-slave relations forever no matter what changes occur in

positive law or national culture. Of course, the master’s discourse does not

always achieve its objective. For this reason, the master’s discourse is satu-

rated with resentments that obstruct critical thinking. The accommodation-

ist description of Wheatley developed as twentieth-century black thinkers

and poets uncritically adopted intellectual terms that are byproducts of the

master’s resentments. None other than Thomas Jefferson takes up the

mission of attaching this master’s discourse to Wheatley’s writings, to ensure
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that he negatively impacts her standing as a writer, intellectual, and icon of

black culture. To accomplish this goal, Jefferson leverages the literary shift

from neoclassicism to Romanticism, so he might fabricate aesthetic proofs of

black people’s natural intellectual incapacity and of their inability to express

collective natural right and ensure their exclusion from any claim to a canon

of thought and creative expression. Of course, no scholar who esteems black

writing would straightforwardly ascribe to these stereotypes. Nevertheless,

the surprising convergence of Jefferson’s misrepresentation of Wheatley with

much twentieth-century African American literary criticism indicates how

slaveholding interests can quietly push literary criticism in directions that

reiterate the master-slave relationship America has supposedly left behind

long ago.

While no single essay can halt the operation of the master’s discourse, an

essay can interrupt that discourse’s operation on behalf of other forms of

knowledge production. Disheveling the origins of African American letters is

crucial to identifying the master’s discourse and its effects on Wheatley criti-

cism, to offsetting those effects, and to clearing space for more generative

analytical approaches. Disheveling the origins, as an analytical strategy,

draws inspiration from Nahum Chandler’s concept of desedimentation,

which proposes to “dislodge the layers of sedimented premises that hold” an

argument “in place” (Chandler 2000, 257). Etymologically, dishevelment re-

fers to being bareheaded, in disorder, like the African child, garbed barely in a

carpet, who becomes the African American literary tradition’s accomplished

poetess in the Age of Revolution. In other words, disheveling the origins, as a

method, creates space for rethinking the emergence of African American

letters by unsettling troubling premises that have piled up against Wheatley,

whether they stem from Jefferson and the master’s discourse, from triumph-

alist metanarratives from later periods of black culture, or from transitions

between literary movements.

In accordance with disheveling as an analytical strategy, this essay draws on

June Jordan’s concept of “The Difficult Miracle,” a phrase taken from her prose

poem “The Difficult Miracle of Black Poetry or Something Like a Sonnet for

Phillis Wheatley.” Jordan’s concept aims to convey black poetry’s emergence

and persistence in conditions contrary to its very existence. Jordan’s essay
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brings attention to a plural “Phillis Wheatley” with many other nicknames

that speak to the African poetess’ singularity as well as to the overabundance

in black life, the very overabundance that makes a literary tradition even

possible. While it is hoped that scholars will find inspiration in the pluralized

“Phillis Wheatley” highlighted here, this essay does offer its own interpreta-

tion of Wheatley’s writing in addition to criticizing the accommodationist

description. By combining print history and intellectual history with recent

theorizations of fugitivity, this essay argues that the African poetess who takes

on the pseudonym “Phillis Wheatley” uses Poems and her extant writings to

oppose a doubled tyranny—of political slavery and chattel slavery—in the Age

of Revolutions and to embrace blackness as a form of self-making outside the

strictures of Western “Man.” Taking seriously Jordan’s use of naming to de-

scribe Wheatley’s complexities, this essay will begin by disheveling the dis-

course that produces and consolidates the “accommodationist” Phillis that

endures until the twentieth century’s close. Then, the essay will turn to the

“arcane Phillis,” as Jordan calls her, so as to consider briefly how Wheatley,

Jefferson, and their different intellectual communities claim classical litera-

ture in regards to racialization, slavery, and freedom. This essay concludes by

examining a fugitive Phillis that marks black culture’s self-making practice as

the inspiration for her anti-tyrannicism.

This essay locates itself at the intersection of several general paths in

recent Wheatley criticism. Today’s scholars have much to learn from the

poets who, at least since the 1980s, have read Wheatley without being be-

holden to the accommodationist description. These poets include but are not

limited to June Jordan, Honoré Jeffers, Evie Shockley, Kevin Young, Robert

Hayden, George Elliott Clarke, and Yusuf Komunyaaka. They contemplate the

ways that Wheatley reanimates classical literary sources to write of an expe-

rience in the New World that has no name, no category, no genre prepared for

her life’s complexities. Jordan’s prose poem “The Difficult Miracle” is the most

thoroughgoing of these interventions, and so her poets’ prose serves as this

essay’s analytical frame. Scholars of print history like Vincent Carretta,

Kirsten Wilcox, and others have effectively described Wheatley’s intellectual

world and revealed the robust debate over Wheatley’s legacy as an icon of

black genius. Lastly, scholars like Henry Louis Gates, John Shields, and Kath-
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erine Clay Bassard (1996) sought more productive avenues for interpreting

African diasporic, Christian, and classical themes in Wheatley’s writings. That

earlier generation’s stubborn resistance to the accommodationist description

has led to a resurgence in Wheatley criticism that includes authors like Eric

Ashley Hairston, Jennifer Thorn, John Levi Barnard, Will Harris, Reginald

Wilburn, Katy Chiles, P. Loscocco, Mary Nyquist, and the several contributors

to New Essays on Phillis Wheatley. This essay contributes to this new wave of

scholarship to recover lost elements in Wheatley’s legacy that remain at the

origins of the African American literary tradition.

I I . O N T H E F O R M A T I O N O F A N “ A C C O M M O D A T I O N I S T ”

P H I L L I S W H E A T L E Y

Despite the fervor with which scholars have spread the image of an accom-

modationist Phillis Wheatley, the claim is fairly recent. Between 1773 and 1918,

one will be hard pressed to find a single author, on any side of the political

debates over race and abolition, who accuses Wheatley of accommodating

slavery. This should give pause. Why do none of the figures directly fighting to

overthrow or uphold slavery consider Wheatley accommodationist and then

use that label to their political ends? Whether one mentions Thomas Jefferson

in the 1780s, the writers of “Bobalition” broadsides who deride free black

Northerners by mocking “Phillis Peters” through the 1820s and 1840s, the

North Atlantic Review’s and Atlantic Monthly’s articles that support Jefferson’s

reading of black life, or James Parton, who reiterates Jefferson’s reading in

1887—it is simply not possible that they mistook Wheatley for a threat to their

view when she was an ally or willing pawn. Nor is it possible that William Lloyd

Garrison, who republished Wheatley’s poetry in his The Liberator in the 1830s,

or David Walker, who challenges Jefferson in his famous Appeal, or James

McCune Smith, who does the same in his antislavery and antiracism lectures

in the 1850s, or the Friends of the Negroes, who republished Poems in 1834, or

Lydia Maria Child, who writes about Wheatley before and after the Civil War,

or the Francophone abolitionists like Abbé Gregoire or Cyril Bisette, who

published Wheatley’s poetry in Litterateur de Negres (1808) or Revue Des

Colonies, respectively, or the West African writer Samuel Attoh, who gives
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Wheatley the largest entry in West African Celebrities (1905)—it is not possible

that this robust group of radical or reformist abolitionists, educators, and

writers simply mistook Wheatley the turncoat for an ally. That this accusation

emerges roughly 150 years after Poems’ publication suggests that this view-

point is not stating the obvious about Wheatley’s psychology or political

stance but is making Wheatley a foil for later academic, artistic, and political

concerns. This section of the essay recounts how this description of an accom-

modationist Phillis Wheatley takes shape.

The most significant factor in this 150-year process has to do with how

Wheatley’s reputation changed during the transition from neoclassicism to

Romanticism and how artistic imitation took on new political baggage over

that same span of time. Anthologist and writer Benjamin Brawley first criti-

cizes Wheatley for “imitating” a neoclassical style in The Negro in Literature

and Art in the United States (1918):

It is unfortunate that, imitating Pope, Phillis Wheatley more than once fell into

his pitfalls. Her diction . . . is distinctly pseudo-classic . . . Then, of course, any

young writer working under the influence of Pope and his school would feel a

sense of repression. If Phillis Wheatley had come on the scene forty years later,

when the romantic writers had given a new tone to English poetry, she would

have undoubtedly have been much greater. Even as it was, however, she made

her mark. Her place in the history of American literature, though not a large

one, is secure. (31–32)

The neologism “pseudo-classic” indicates Brawley’s resistance to neoclas-

sical verse, no matter who the author may be. His preference for Romantic

writing cannot be any clearer, because he bemoans Wheatley’s lack of

Romantic literary models. Nevertheless, Brawley deserves credit for ad-

mitting that, in the terms of her day, even if they are terms he does not

prefer, Wheatley is a prominent poet. He also warns readers to “remember

the disadvantages under which not only Phillis Wheatley, but all the

women of her time, labored” (1918, 32). Brawley contextualizes Wheatley’s

work with sensitivity to the racial and gendered limits of eighteenth-century

early America. That sensitivity will soon disappear as her critics increasingly
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embrace Romanticism’s assumptions without considering that literary move-

ment’s own political baggage.

The most crucial step in describing an accommodationist Phillis Wheat-

ley comes a few years after Brawley, in James Weldon Johnson’s preface to The

Book of American Negro Poetry (1922). Johnson’s overt aim in this preface is to

craft a literary history that enables the continuing search for a “form that will

express the racial spirit by symbols from within rather than by symbols from

without” (Johnson 1922/2002, xli). Something “freer and larger than dialect”

must be developed, to express “the imagery, the idioms, the peculiar turns of

thought, and the distinctive humor and pathos, too, of the Negro, but which

will also be capable of voicing the deepest and highest emotions and aspira-

tions, and allow of the widest range of subject and the widest scope of treat-

ment” (Johnson 1922/2002, xli). Wheatley finds little space for inclusion here.

More pointedly, the accommodationist version of Wheatley makes her the foil

against which Johnson can delineate a new field of poetry. For at least two

generations, scholars will repeat his pattern, as I will show. For now, it must be

noted that Johnson sought to develop a progressive literary history, looking

forward to new aesthetic innovations, and this put Wheatley on the wrong end

of the new field he sought to develop.

Brawley influences much of Johnson’s interpretation of Wheatley. Like

Brawley, Johnson signals his Romanticist leanings when he complains that

Wheatley “was steeped in classical literature; her verses are filled with classi-

cal and mythological allusions . . . She must have known Alexander Pope by

heart” (Johnson 1922/2002, xxx). Simply alluding to classical literature counts

as a strike against Wheatley’s literary powers, in this case. Like Brawley,

Johnson considers this merely an accident of birth, because she is born a

generation before Wordsworth, Byron, Keats, or Shelley can set new literary

standards (Johnson 1922/2002, xxiv). Finally, like Brawley, Johnson considers

Wheatley equal to or beyond the poets of her day, though she demonstrates a

limited “mastery of technique in the use of poetic material and forms” (1922/

2002, xxv).

Yet, Johnson distinguishes himself from Brawley in several ways to offer

the canonical description of an accommodationist Phillis Wheatley. Later

generations of scholars will consolidate that in the 1960s to influence even
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younger readers all the way into the twenty-first century. Johnson accom-

plishes this work in his preface by explicitly associating Wheatley’s supposed

imitativeness with political acquiescence for the first time in black literary

criticism. A brief remark on how Romanticism in general redefines imitation,

both aesthetically and politically, will allow us to read Johnson’s comments on

Wheatley with greater care. Romanticism begins transforming the terms of

authorship and literary style in the mid-eighteenth century, achieves promi-

nence over neoclassicism in the nineteenth century, and becomes the model

that African American writers and critics take for granted by the early twen-

tieth century. Only several decades after Wheatley’s death will Romanticism

displace neoclassicism’s definition of imitation. Nevertheless, the redefinition

proves so impactful that many of today’s scholars and students believe they

are abiding by a much older, if not eternal, rule against literary imitation of

any sort.

Writers and readers in the eighteenth century consider imitation a “com-

plex artistic endeavor,” a “social action” inviting “the reader to join the [po-

etic] speaker in looking and/or feeling, so as to demand a certain social

kinship” (Watson 1996, 110). Eighteenth-century neoclassical aesthetes feel

that imitation only goes awry when younger artists forsake the wide range of

artistic giants they can imitate and, instead, limit themselves to a single

predecessor. For this reason, imitation might best be understood as a

classical performance of intertextuality in which contemporary writers

fulfill a predecessor’s unfinished artistic objectives.2 This intertextual di-

mension is forgotten as Romanticism turns invention and imitation into polar

opposites in the nineteenth century. “To the post-Romantic reader of poetry,”

Watson says, “the word ‘imitation’ is akin to ‘bogus’; when used to describe

poetry it suggests something like a cheap copy of a superior, ‘original’ artistic

expression” (1996, 110). The slowness and sureness of this change means that

many readers do not even realize they are reading Wheatley on terms that are

barely known in her day, that diverge from her self-education, and perhaps

miss the objectives of her literary pursuits. This quiet but influential discrep-

ancy in reading and writing expectations makes it easier for the accommoda-

tionist description to smuggle Jefferson’s reading into contemporary literary

criticism.
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With Romanticism’s redefinition of imitation in mind, it remains to ex-

plain how this aesthetic term gets newly associated with political retrogres-

sion, not just artistic deficiency. The political implications hiding in Johnson’s

argument will lead him to doubt Wheatley’s commitment to black culture and

will eventually lead scholars in the 1960s to take even harsher positions

against her. Johnson’s account of Wheatley does not consider how Romanti-

cism’s redefinition of imitation is part of a backlash to black collectives using

neoclassical concepts of empowerment and political belonging to their ben-

efit in the eighteenth century. Anyone who takes on Johnson’s view will also

share this blind spot. This creates a greater problem a generation later, when

Johnson’s intellectual descendants confuse their inability to see Wheatley’s

politics with believing she has no politics at all.

From the 1750s to the 1780s, black people make legal and political headway

partly through the neoclassical rhetoric of natural right, in which all humans

are innately endowed with the ability to resist political leaders and entities

that abuse their authority, which is commonly known as tyranny or despo-

tism. As a corollary, when a collective shifts the terms of politics effectively,

despite being absolutely alienated as slaves, then they are demonstrating an

internal capacity for political agency that no one can deny. Natural right helps

to counter Aristotle’s definition of the “natural slave” underwriting Western

imperial law, philosophy, and political economy, which concludes that black

people are by nature slaves and must remain so forever (Nyquist 2013, 11).3 The

enslaved, black freepersons, and their white abolitionist allies leverage the

rhetoric of natural right across the Atlantic Basin. Even in Wheatley’s state of

Massachusetts, the enslaved petition the House of Representatives in 1773 for

their emancipation. Others do the same in Connecticut, while several individ-

uals sue for their freedom elsewhere in New England (Slauter 2004, 110–11).

Any direct participants or sympathizers with these movements “fan the sa-

cred fire” that is “self-kindled” in both Wheatley’s poetry and in the spontane-

ous self-assertion of political power in black communities that her image

came to represent in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century abolitionism

(Wheatley 2001, 169). Even if one argues that Wheatley’s poetry suffers from

formal limits, those limits do not amount to a reactionary politics in any

straightforward way.
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Opponents of abolition will take their cues from Romanticist aesthetics to

craft a new thesis on black mental incapacity, hoping to bar slaves and even

freepersons from freedom and equal citizenship. Between David Hume’s pub-

lication “Of National Characters” (1748) and the late nineteenth century, the

“incapacity” thesis will become a trademark justification for black enslave-

ment and second-class citizenship. Jefferson harnesses this argument to ma-

lign the use of natural right by black collectives. This helps to explain why

Jefferson would address this issue in Query XIV on “Laws” in Notes on the State

of Virginia (1787). A response to a query regarding American law, the admin-

istration of courts, the abolition of slavery, and the recolonization of the

freedpersons ends up pivoting around a diatribe against Wheatley’s Poems,

against Ignatius Sancho’s epistolary volumes in Britain, and other instances of

black artistry. Precisely because aesthetics only results from an impulse inter-

nal to the artist and their artistic community, the aesthetic can also serve as

another avenue for judging a population’s potential for self-governance. Jef-

ferson turns to the aesthetic to deny that impulse in black life:

Never yet could I find that a Black had uttered a thought above the level of

plain narration . . . Misery is often the parent of the most affecting touches in

poetry. Among the Blacks is misery enough, God knows, but no poetry. Love is

the peculiar oestrum of the poet. Their love is ardent, but it kindles the senses

only, not the imagination. Religion indeed has produced a Phyllis Whately

[sic]; but it could not produce a poet. The compositions published under her

name are below the dignity of criticism. (1787, 234)

Query XIV helps to “specify” “the general character of the problem of the

Negro as a problem for thought” (Chandler 2014, 23–29). Query XIV also

demonstrates Jefferson shuttling between neoclassical concerns and Roman-

tic conclusions so that he can alter the terms of the Wheatley debate. While he

hopes others will share his general outlook on black incapacity, Jefferson will

settle for altering how people think about Wheatley, so that even his political

foes will find themselves uncomfortably close to his claims about her poetry,

because they are reading through his interpretive lens. Jefferson knows that

natural right is a double-edged sword that can justify the current racial
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balance of power and justify its collapse as revolutions overthrow slavehold-

ing interests. Romanticism’s version of imitation allows Jefferson to claim

that black people possess an ineradicable deficiency that makes them unfit for

politics even if they overthrow slavery, achieve citizenship, occupy political

positions, or partake in other activities that count as full-fledged political

participation for white Americans.

James Parton continues this line of argument on Jefferson’s behalf in the

1870s, nearly a century after Jefferson’s infamous statement in Notes and a few

decades after Romanticism has displaced neoclassicism’s aesthetic ideals.

But Parton’s statements are not based on the absolute victory of his side.

Parton returns to Jefferson’s arguments because natural right continues to

haunt world-historical events. The incapacity thesis becomes even more valu-

able to antiblack racism after chattel slavery’s collapse and serves as a defense

mechanism against the political defeat that Jefferson foresaw. For Parton, just

like Jefferson, that defense mechanism works through an aesthetic argument

targeting Wheatley’s supposed imitativeness:

[Wheatley] was a poet very much as “Blind Tom,” is a musician, her verses

being the merest echo of the common jingle of her day. She was a poet only as

Christophe and Toussaint l’Overture (those colored caricatures of Bonaparte)

were generals and emperors. A fatal facility of imitation stands in the way of this

interesting race, and we cannot fairly deny that facts give support to the opinion of

an inherent mental inferiority.” (Parton 1878, 488)

Jefferson writes because he fears a legal emancipation yet to come. Parton

writes after the Haitian Revolution, abolition in the British Americas, and

emancipation in the United States have come to pass. Parton’s comments

reveal his anxiety toward a rapidly changing world where imitation-as-

slavishness threatens the future of whites as well. If the incapacity thesis is

correct, then no new rights can rid black people of their slavishness, but their

slavishness can pervade mainstream American politics. Taken to its logical

endpoint, this view concludes that abolition will necessarily weaken the po-

litical and economic privileges of whites. Abolition ensures too much cross-

racial contact that will eventually ruin white supremacy. In 1878, Parton fears
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this ruination is under way because slavery no longer separates the races.

Parton’s reference to the Haitian Revolution likely serves as a proxy for what

he cannot admit about black people’s pivotal role in securing the Union’s

victory during the American Civil War, despite technically being property

with no influence on the contest—a most brazen example of natural right in

action. What is for sure is the anxiety in Jefferson’s Notes returns in Parton’s

article, though in the latter case imitation works less as a bulwark and more as

a splintered crutch. Despite France’s influence on the Haitian Revolution,

calling L’Ouverture a “colored caricature” of Napoleon does not take away the

blow Haiti dealt to Western imperialism. It is difficult to imagine a stranger

proof of inferiority than successfully overthrowing an emperor.

Even this strange example gets closer to the crux of the issue. Nearly a century

after Wheatley’s short but accomplished life, Jefferson’s intellectual descendants

keep driving a wedge between her and the most thoroughgoing black radicalism

of her day. Why is it that Parton’s screed can see a radicalism similar to

L’Ouverture in Wheatley but Johnson cannot? Had Johnson (1922) aligned Wheat-

ley with the Haitian Revolution, it would have made a provocative addition to his

second engagement with Wheatley in his preface, where he “trace[s] the growth of

individuality and race consciousness in this group of poets” (xxvii). Instead, read-

ers face an uncomfortable irony. Parton aligns Wheatley with nineteenth-century

black icons who actually considered her the poet laureate of their revolution,

while Johnson makes Wheatley the proof of how slavishness spoils solidarity—

slavishness being the combination of aesthetic imitation and political acquies-

cence (Daut 2003, 346). Johnson’s blind spot about Wheatley’s politics raises a

new question about how Romanticism characterizes Wheatley as slavish

when, as late as the 1870s, even her greatest opponents place her in a constel-

lation of black revolutionaries. Having finished this detour, Johnson’s compli-

cated role in this predicament can receive more careful scrutiny.

Johnson says that aside from occasionally “sound[ing] a native note” in

Poems, “one looks in vain for some outburst or even complaint” from Wheat-

ley “against the bondage of her people, for some agonizing cry about her native

land” (1922, xxvii). Johnson looks for an “agonizing cry” from Wheatley be-

cause Romantics “equate personal suffering with artistic creation” (1922, xx-

vii). Such a cry helps readers identify the individual’s uniqueness as it bursts
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the constraints of formal convention. Johnson writes as if the cry has always

been the most salient element of black protest in the United States, forgetting

that this literary device responds to historically specific institutions and

modes of social recognition. It is mistaken to assume that Wheatley must

include such a cry to count as black writing. Late eighteenth-century legal

theorists deemed the suffering of slaves “insignificant compared with the

mental and cultural debasement associated with political slavery” (Slauter

2004, 118). The intensity of the slave’s cry is completely beside the point to

those with the most immediate power to sustain or end the peculiar institu-

tion. Johnson’s trust in Romantic expression leads him to misread an earlier

time period with different correspondences between literary conceits and

political strategies. Whereas Jefferson in the 1780s and Parton in the 1870s can

still see the impact that natural rights discourse has on black emancipation,

so that even their racist attacks acknowledge a radicalism in Wheatley, John-

son in the 1920s has lost sight of that political principle. Johnson mistakes the

absence of his preferred literary conceits in Poems for Wheatley’s political

indifference to the plight of black people.

Johnson demonstrates his uncritical commitment to Romanticism when

he confronts contravening evidence in Poems. Keeping this uncritical com-

mitment brings his argument much closer to Jefferson than he would have

ever wished. Consider when Johnson turns to Wheatley’s “To the Right Hon-

ourable William, Earl of Dartmouth, His Majesty’s Principal Secretary of State

for North-America.” “Dartmouth” declares chattel slavery a tyranny that

equals or surpasses the political slavery white colonists suffer under British

rule. The poem’s speaker asks rhetorically, “from whence my love of Freedom

sprung, whence flow these wishes for the common good?” Then the answer:

I, young in life, by seeming cruel fate

Was snatch’d from Afric’s fancy’d happy seat:

What pangs excruciating must molest,

What sorrows labor in my parent’s breast?

Steel’d was that soul and by no misery mov’d

That from a father seiz’d his babe belov’d:

Such, such my case. And can I then but pray

Others may never feel tyrannic sway? (Wheatley 2001, 40)
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In practice, nearly every eighteenth- and nineteenth-century proponent of

abolition, of the humanity of black people, of black capacity for citizenship,

considered “Dartmouth” the entryway for reading Poems as a whole. It is a

direct complaint to a political leader in the British Empire that acknowledges

the trauma of transatlantic slavery and places the American Revolution

within the African diaspora’s political horizon. For these reasons, Johnson

should have placed “Dartmouth” alongside “Ode to General Washington,”

“On Major General Lee,” and “Liberty and Peace”—poems that, in Johnson’s

own words, “reveal not only strong patriotic feeling but an understanding of the

issues at stake,” the “issues” being the international political tensions of

Wheatley’s day (1922, xxix).

Surprisingly, Johnson does the opposite and excludes “Dartmouth” from

this subset of poems. Had Johnson taken “Dartmouth” seriously, he would

have to drastically temper his claim that “one looks in vain” for a “complaint

against the bondage of her people” (1922, xxviii). Rather than nuance his claim

in the face of contravening evidence, Johnson downplays it by turning to

Wheatley’s lack of emotion: “In the poem addressed to the Earl of Dartmouth,

she speaks of freedom and makes a reference to the parents from whom she

was taken as a child, a reference which cannot but strike the reader as rather

unimpassioned” (1922, xxviii). At this point, Johnson prioritizes his commit-

ment to Romanticism over reading Wheatley effectively. Knowing “the cry”

would have little to no effect in her political environment, Wheatley and her

fellow travelers stressed the discrepancy between the colonist’s demand to be

heard by the British Empire and their refusal to hear the black slave at home,

let alone in Africa or in the newly arriving slaveships. When Johnson reduces

the lines in “Dartmouth” to a matter of passion, he erases her participation in

the political efforts of her day and mischaracterizes her writing so that her

most politically informed literary strategies appear as political indifference.

The long history of Wheatley criticism suggests that Johnson’s decision to

read “Dartmouth” based on its lack of passion is upsettingly reminiscent of

Query XIV in Jefferson’s Notes. Undoubtedly, Johnson does not share Jeffer-

son’s objectives. Johnson seeks a literary form to convey the “pathos,” the

“humor,” and the ambitions of the modern black poet. Lack of passion be-

comes inseparable from a lack of formal innovation here, though Johnson
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would likely blame this shortcoming on Wheatley’s weak literary models.

Nevertheless, calling out Wheatley’s lack of passion due to her imitativeness

brings the incapacity thesis in through the back door, despite Johnson’s inten-

tions. Jefferson says “among the blacks is misery enough . . . but no poetry.

Love is the peculiar oestrum of the poet. Their love is ardent, but it kindles the

senses only, not the imagination” (1787, 234). That Jefferson and Johnson

converge here, however uneasily, despite their differences, illustrates how

effectively Jefferson short-circuited Wheatley’s legacy for many readers. Jef-

ferson had the foresight to couch his attack in the Romantic terms that future

generations of writers would take for granted. In a perverse irony, Jefferson’s

short-circuit helps Johnson extend his literary history without rethinking

Wheatley’s legacy.

I I I . O N T H E C O N S O L I D A T I O N O F T H E A C C O M M O D A T I O N I S T

D E S C R I P T I O N

If Wheatley’s writing only suffers from formal limitations, then Johnson’s

criticisms are a matter of taste that can be tempered by more historicist

accounts of black writing in early America. From there, later writers can

affirm Wheatley’s influence on the literary tradition that comes after her.

Once Johnson can link imitativeness to political indifference, he can make

Wheatley a foil, included just enough to be excluded from the new field that

The Book of American Negro Poetry delineates. Johnson wastes no time doing

this by making George Moses Horton, born just three years after Wheatley’s

death, count as more racially conscious and formally innovative: “Horton,

who was born three years after Phillis Wheatley’s death, expressed in all of his

poetry strong complaint at his condition of slavery and a deep longing for free-

dom” (1922, xxx). Vernon Loggins’s The Negro Author: His Development to 1900

(1964), Rosey Poole’s Beyond the Blues (1962), Dudley Randall’s The Black Poets

(1971), and R. Lynn Matson’s “Phillis Wheatley—Soul Sister?” (1972) demon-

strate how scholarship from the 1960s and 1970s reinforces Johnson’s distinc-

tion between Wheatley and the rest of the tradition, which ensures that the

accommodationist description will endure well into the twentieth century.
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Jefferson’s terms and interpretations of Wheatley will find great comfort

among these confused notions.4

Upon closer inspection, Johnson’s distinction between Wheatley and the

rest of the anthology is untenable. Its operation depends upon several mis-

recognitions of intellectual history and print sources, misrecognitions that

overstate how long the accommodationist description has influenced schol-

arship even as it erases pertinent sides of the Wheatley debate. Of these

mid-twentieth-century works of scholarship, Loggins offers the most note-

worthy treatment of Wheatley’s “accomplishment in imitation,” by showing

how Wheatley revises familiar neoclassical tropes through her poetry’s sono-

rousness (1964, 16.) Yet Loggins remains firmly within Johnson’s (and, there-

fore, Jefferson’s) interpretive limits. When Loggins says Wheatley “neglected

almost entirely” to mention “the miserable oppression” of her race, when he

makes her “capacity for intense religious faith” the “dominant trait” of her

poetry, he repeats Jefferson’s verbiage and argumentative line (1964, 24, 25.)

Loggins does not press hard enough to weaken the accommodationist de-

scription’s explanatory power. As a result, readers can find his defense of her

poetic skills persuasive yet still conclude that race consciousness begins after

Wheatley.

In Beyond the Blues, Poole’s harsh accusations and generalizations will

extend the accommodationist description further into the past, erasing cru-

cial debates on Wheatley’s legacy. Poole says, “had [Phillis Wheatley] dared to

put into her poetry more than just that of Miss [Susannah] Wheatley, if she

had had the strength to give all that was really hers, and not that which others

had given her, she might have become a really important figure and not, as she

is now, a literary curio” (Poole 1962, 14.) When Poole calls Wheatley a curiosity

who regurgitates what Susannah Wheatley spoon-feeds her (the most direct

agreement with Jefferson so far!), Poole trivializes a literary icon who has been

fought over since the nation’s founding. The contributions of Henri Gregoire,

David Walker, James McCune Smith, Arturo Schomburg, W. E. B. Du Bois,

Baron De Vastey, Margarita Odell, Lydia Maria Child, Samuel Attoh, and

William Sanders Scarborough suddenly disappear from the literary record.

While any erasure of this robust debate should cause alarm, it is most trou-

bling that Poole zealously defends black writing from political compromise
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only to harm those who use Wheatley to assert black genius, to celebrate the

growing presence of black communities in the U.S. metropolises, or to map

black radicalism’s reach across the Americas.

To gauge the impact of Poole’s projection back into history, one need only

read the opening of Matson’s essay from 1972, “Phillis Wheatley—Soul Sis-

ter?”: “Phillis Wheatley has been condemned for more than a century by

whites and Blacks alike for failing to espouse in any way the plight of her race.

No one denies that she was a genius . . . but almost all deny that Phillis was

race conscious” (Matson 1972, 222.) Matson admirably defends Wheatley

through close readings of her manuscripts and published verse. Yet his de-

fense depends upon an inaccurate timeline created from thin air by Wheat-

ley’s harshest critics. Matson offers no evidence for his observation that

“whites and Blacks alike’” have “condemned” Wheatley since the 1870s. In fact,

only Jefferson’s fellow travelers condemned Wheatley in the nineteenth cen-

tury and, as this essay demonstrates, black authors only begin to doubt

Wheatley’s political significance in the 1920s. Considering the position Jeffer-

son and his intellectual descendants stake out in the debate over Wheatley’s

poetry, one need not respond to Matson’s strange claim that “no one denies”

Wheatley’s genius. With no reference to eighteenth- and nineteenth-century

debates over Wheatley’s legacy—the very material Poole’s account erases—

Matson offers a defense that exaggerates the reach of Wheatley’s detractors.

With each repetition of Jefferson’s terms, with each repetition of Johnson’s

deployment of those terms, Wheatley’s world and intellectual viewpoint

shrinks even smaller in the eyes of some readers. Matson observes this pattern

when he says “the common view, in effect, is that [Wheatley] was the white

man’s ideal of a good ‘nigger’—so good, in fact, that she was almost white”

(1972, 222). Matson most likely had in mind Dudley Randall’s introduction to

Black Poets (1971), which makes Wheatley first among “Black poets” who “tried

to write as whites for a white audience” by “imitat[ing] Pope and Dryden” before

he moves along to assumedly more important poets (Randall 1971, xxv.) Ran-

dall distills and boldly states the point of view that always stood in the back of

Johnson’s account of Wheatley. Remember, Johnson wanted poetry that con-

veys black culture “by symbols from within rather than by symbols from

without” (Johnson 1922/2002, xli). Many of Johnson’s readers infer from his
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proposal that classical literature counts as “symbols from without,” and any

black author immersed in that canon must prefer an identity outside black

culture as well.

Amiri Baraka, Seymoure Gross, Stephen Henderson, Addison Gayle, An-

gelene Jamison, Ezekiele Mphalele, and others will dismiss Wheatley in simi-

lar ways in the 1960s and 1970s. Their roles as writers, teachers, activists, and

gatekeepers allow them to pass on the accommodationist description to

younger writers (Gates 2002, 23–24). In a recent essay, poet Honoré Jeffers

confirms that pedagogical trends derived from this scholarly consensus keep

the accommodationist description alive until the twentieth century’s end. “As

a student at two historically African American colleges during the early

1980s,” she says, her professors teach her that black students must read

Wheatley “because of her historical status as an African American ‘first’”

although she is “neither a political revolutionary nor a ‘real’ poet with any

recognizable talent.” Jeffers takes their lessons to heart and “dismiss[es]”

Wheatley “for over twenty years” (Jeffers 2010). In sum, the accommodationist

description of Wheatley forms in the 1920s, consolidates into an intellectual

and pedagogical norm by the 1960s, and works effectively against Wheatley’s

legacy well into the twenty-first century.

There is one devastating flaw to the argument that African-descended

writers disparage blackness when they turn to classical literature. One will be

hard pressed to find a consistent strand of eighteenth-, nineteenth-, or early

twentieth-century black intellectuals—indeed, the most essential intellectu-

als to the field of black studies—who considered classical literature “white.”

They would consider that an incomplete and inaccurate way of describing

that canon despite the many prejudices scattered across the ancient world.

For instance, in 1888, Edward Blyden proposes that black college students

should study classical literature because he can not find “a sentence, a word,

or a syllable disparaging to the Negro” in them, which means black students

can “get nourishment from them without taking in any race-poison” (Blyden

1888, 97). Much later, during the early modern period, what Blyden calls “the

sixth period” of history, “the transatlantic slave trade arose, [and] those theo-

ries—theological, social, and political—were invented for the degradation

and proscription of the Negro” (Blyden 1888, 97). To Blyden, studying classical
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literature means researching a canon that predates “that whole tribe of de-

clamatory Negrophobists,” thereby lessening the chance for black students to

internalize modern racism (Blyden 1888, 96). From this vantage, black intel-

lectuals do not study classical literature to abandon blackness. They study

classical literature to provincialize whiteness and create more room to ma-

neuver intellectually inside and outside Western educational institutions.

This counterargument does not deny that America’s founding fathers

claimed classical literature to racialize that canon for their current political

interests. That claim develops through the translatio imperii et studii, or “the

transmission of empire and learning” (Hairston 2013, 9).5 Translatio imperii et

studii threatens the conquering or annihiliation of others to rescue them from

their “unlettered” condition. This education process only succeeds through a

single dominant empire unifying as many people as possible under the same

sovereignty, until that empire falls and another takes on the role, ad infinitum.

The concept stems from Virgil, then resurges in the medieval moment with

the Norman kings, and continues into the modern era with the European

nation-state system. Jefferson is among the founders who consider the United

States destined “to inherit British imperial grandeur” (Manning 2013, 7).6 Still,

the very need to make the claim suggests classical literature is not inherently

white. The founders use matter-of-fact-language like Jefferson’s (e.g., “But the

slaves of which Homer speaks were whites”) to convince people to associate

classical literature with whiteness at all costs, to reinforce newly established

racial hierarchies at home and abroad (Jefferson 1787, 238).

The master’s discourse in the United States sustains itself partly by mo-

nopolizing this canon to blind readers to its many arguments, tropes, and

logics that can upend imperial projects. Jefferson knows full well that Wheat-

ley names Terence her literary predecessor in “To Maecenas” because ancient

sources describe him as a dark-skinned North African. Jefferson describes

Terence as white in hopes of robbing Wheatley of a place in any literary

tradition that affirms Africa, so he can have the final word on her writing

(Hairston 2013, 46). The profound irony is that scholars base their admonish-

ment of Wheatley on her use of classical sources, when their association of

classical literature with whiteness stems from the master’s discourse that

Jefferson upholds. Rather than scold Wheatley for what she read, it is much
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more productive to ponder how she read, to imagine how the “arcane Phillis,”

as Jordan names her, embraced an alternative reading practice that critically

engages classical literature on the way toward black liberation (Jordan 2002,

181). To demonstrate the viability of such a proposal, this essay will now pull a

loose thread in Notes that reveals what Jefferson truly fears about Wheatley’s

genius as a harbinger for black life around the world.

I V . T H E D I S P O S I T I O N T O T H E F T . . . O F T H E M S E L V E S

The loose thread troubling Notes sticks out of the text’s tangle of classical refer-

ences, eighteenth-century stereotypes, and juridical considerations in Query XIV.

Well into his argument in Query XIV, Jefferson associates Wheatley and Sancho

with a “disposition to theft” that he follows with a quotation of Homer. Scholars

habitually quote the passage without theorizing that curious phrase or its classi-

cal referent. As this essay will show, that classical referent speaks to the very

impulse among slaves that Jefferson denies and Jordan reaffirms through her

concept, the difficult miracle—the spontaneous emergence of a culture that as-

serts itself in conditions that are contrary to its existence, where “Black poetry”

refers to a self-making that does not accord with the “natural” place allotted to it

(Jordan 2002, 174–75). As Jordan says of Wheatley, “her poetry results from ‘an

intrinsic ardor,’” and not from “extrinsic factors”: “It was she who created

herself a poet, notwithstanding and in spite of everything around her” (Jordan

2002, 177). Jordan considers this important because Wheatley’s self-creation

is part and parcel of the same process by which black diasporic culture creates

itself. That self-creation is virtual with its process, meaning that this impulse

cannot be separated from the agent, which implies killing that impulse would

kill the object of their exploitation as well. Jefferson resorts to elaborately

denying this self-making impulse. He leans on classical literature to do this

urgent theoretical and political work.

That elaborate denial involves minimizing the “disposition to theft” to a

debate over if black people commit petty theft based on a natural proclivity or

environmental factors. Jefferson says black people steal based on environ-

mental factors, though before and after this step in his argument, every other

shortcoming of black people proves their innate inferiority. Jefferson assumes
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that “a change in the relations in which a man is placed should change his

ideas of right and wrong,” because Homer shared this lesson over “2600 years

ago,” in the Odyssey, which reads (in Alexander Pope’s translation) “Jove fix’d

it certain, that whatever day / Makes Man a slave, takes half his worth away.”

Jefferson qualifies his quotation to say “but the slaves of which Homer speaks

were whites,” which leaves open the possibility that stealing may be another

sign of innate black inferiority after all, though no one possesses the empirical

evidence to prove it yet (1787, 238).

One can only effectively challenge Jefferson by returning to classical

literature to decide if what he quotes recontextualizes Homer effectively.

Otherwise, an automatic refusal to interrogate Jefferson’s reference cedes

the argument and leaves more space for the master’s discourse to operate. It

is much wiser to address Jefferson directly. Fortunately, Nicholas Magnis

(1999) writes on this topic in the Journal of Black Studies, where he observes

that Homer’s “notion of worth” entails much more than a consideration of

“petty theft.” Homer aims to “describe the totality of an enslaved person’s

self-image and, consequently, his behavior” (1999, 496–97). Magnis suggests

that Jefferson misrepresents how the enslaved experience their bondage. One

can build on Magnis’s observation by turning to Athanaeus of Naucratis, the

Egpytian-born Greek writer who wrote the expansive text The Deipnosophists.

Jefferson sought out this exact text for his personal studies (Jefferson 2012, 44).

In fact, in book 6 of Deipnosophists, Athenaeus quotes the same passage from

Homer to ponder the profits and risks of slavery in Greece. In a query that

already adapts early Romanticist aesthetics to a consideration of slavery,

emancipation, and recolonization, Jefferson’s comments on Homer and one

of Homer’s classical commentators at first seem to be routine but unneces-

sary references to the past. The distance between Athenaeus’s and Jefferson’s

readings of Homer suggest that the contrary is true. Jefferson’s overwrought

argument aims to disprove Athenaeus’s findings about the slave’s impact on a

slaveholding society:

There is nothing sound in the feelings of slaves; nor ought a prudent man to

trust them in anything of importance. And the wisest of all poets says—

Jove fix’d it certain that whatever day
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Makes man a slave, takes half his worth away.

And it has been frequently shown by facts, that a slave is an objectionable and

perilous possession; especially in the frequent revolts of the Messenians

(Athanaeus 1854, 6.86/415).

Athenaeus refers to the slave rebellions that started the Second Messennian

war, which lasted from 685 to 668 BC. The helotes are neither freepersons nor

born into slavery. They are in bondage after being subjugated by Sparta in past

wars. To Athenaeus, a writer with no abolitionist leanings, this rebellion

proves that no master, no matter how harsh, can assume the complete acqui-

escence of his slaves.

In Athenaeus’s reading, Homer’s passage stresses the discrepancy be-

tween how positive law recognizes the enslaved and how the enslaved value

themselves. In today’s academic parlance, one can argue that Athenaeus takes

note of the knowledge of freedom that the enslaved carry despite their limited

experiences of freedom (Moten 2004). Frederick Douglass calls this “an in-

born dream” of “human nature” that serves as a “constant menace to slavery,”

a dream that slavery can neither “silence” nor “extinguish” (2003, 40). The

enslaved deem that discrepancy between enslavement and their inborn

dream of freedom so unsound, so irrational, and so unjust that they will avail

themselves of any viable opportunity to alter their condition. Having every-

thing to lose if things stay the same, their courageous effort to change their

condition threatens the entire social order built on slavery. Athenaeus con-

cludes that the innate ability to feel unsound and the desire to correct this

discrepancy make slaves objectionable, perilous possessions for slaveholding

societies. In sum, Jefferson does not simply quote Homer differently than

Athenaeus. Jefferson quotes Homer differently to cast off Athenaeus’s warn-

ing that no amount of vigilance can effectively protect the polity from rebel-

lions, civil war, and catastrophe, brought on by the agency of the enslaved.

Jefferson is not wielding these arguments against Wheatley to judge slaves

snatching lockets or loose change. Quite the contrary; Jefferson worries over

the tendency of Wheatley and black people in general to steal themselves.

Fugitivity and similar terms have broad reach in the humanities today

because of how relentlessly the master’s discourse attempts to suture
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blackness to slavehood and because of how those with an inborn dream of

freedom continue to escape, undo, and redirect the Western categories and

practices that serve this suturing function.7 Thus, one can read classical

literature in service of modern instances of fugitivity in Wheatley’s time or

even today. The “arcane Phillis” and her fellow travelers turn to classical

literature to refine their account of the oppression they despise and the

freedoms they desire, so they may influence the debates where political deci-

sions are made and implemented. The rhetoric of tyranny proves especially

useful for identifying several forms of oppression having to do with the reck-

less abuse of authority in the eighteenth century. In the case of slavery, the

presence of some benevolent masters—John and Susannah Wheatley includ-

ed—does not stop Phillis Wheatley from arguing that the entire master-slave

relationship is inherently tyrannous.

Jefferson fears the enslaved using anti-tyrannicism to take down the entire

slave system, which threatens the United States as a social order, nation-state,

and eventual hub of the Western empire. Hence Jefferson’s statement that just

law “must give a reciprocation of right: that without this, they are mere

arbitrary rules of conduct, founded in force, and not in conscience” (1787, 238).

Jefferson knows that the slaves will count this lack of reciprocation as tyranny.

One can imagine Jefferson worrying over the account in Deipnosophists of

slaves who refuse their sociopolitical condition, who leave to build their own

communities, who overthrow their former masters and subdue them. Ath-

enaeus tells this story not long after he quotes Homer. The Chians are the “first

people” to buy slaves with money in Greece. They must have insulted their god

along the way, however, because they are eventually “subdued by their slaves.”

A fugitive slave named Drimachus, “being a man of great courage and very

prosperous in his warlike undertakings,” takes over the military “command of

the runaway slaves” who had escape the Chians for the nearby mountains. As

Drimachus sees victory in sight, he yells: “O Chians! You who are masters, this

treatment which you are now receiving from your servants will never cease;

for how should it cease, when it is God who causes it, in accordance with the

prediction of the oracle? But if you will be guided by me, and if you will leave us

in peace, then I will be the originator of much fortune for you” (Athenaeus

1854, 6.88/416–17). Finally, the stakes of Query XIV in Notes can be understood.
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Jefferson has no reason to argue for the innate aesthetic, intellectual, and

political incapacity of black people or for their recolonization to avoid a

multiracial American polity, if petty theft determines their behavior. But if

Athenaeus persuasively describes the unsound experience of ancient slaves

subduing their former masters, then the purpose of Jefferson’s argument

becomes clear: to disavow any knowledge of this fugitive impulse and its

explosive potential in the American colonies.

Wheatley’s own knowledge of freedom leads her to acknowledge this same

impulse. Comparative literature and early modern scholar Mary Nyquist com-

ments on this radical dimension of Wheatley’s writing in her epilogue to

Arbitrary Rule (2013). There, Nyquist quotes the same passage of “Dartmouth”

that Johnson calls unimpassioned. Nyquist arrives at quite different conclu-

sions. She calls the piece “radical” because of “Wheatley’s subtle annexation”

of “antislavery protest to the anti-tyranny discourse” that bemoans England’s

“wanton Tyranny.” Nyquist will go further: “So far as I am aware, this is the first

instance, historically, where the injustice of interstate political slavery conveyed

by antityrannicism is directly aligned with chattel slavery” (2013, 368). Far from

being slavishly imitative, the young African poetess who publishes Poems in

1773 is singular in crafting poetry that demands liberation from the doubled

tyrannies of political slavery and chattel slavery. Wheatley’s iconic position in

Atlantic discourses of revolution reveals the other side of Jefferson’s observa-

tion that “Many millions [of Africans] have been brought to, and born in,

America” (1787, 232). Her singular poetic contribution testifies to an emanci-

patory impulse that all the enslaved possess and can organize into insurrec-

tion, revolution, and new forms of life.

Disheveling the origins of African American letters reveals several prob-

lems with the accommodationist description of Wheatley. The description

falls short of the print history. It understates how Romanticism’s aesthetic

principles distort Wheatley’s writings and justify excluding black people from

political community. It erases the links between eighteenth century black

writing and political strategies. It erases the master’s presence while carrying

out the master’s odious plans. Unsurprisingly Jefferson denies the desire for

freedom in Wheatley and others in bondage. He is merely working on behalf of

fellow slavemasters across the Atlantic. Astonishingly, Wheatley’s detractors
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ground their reading of her poetry in Jefferson’s thought, even as they miss

Jefferson’s admission, through his convoluted reference to Homer via Ath-

enaeus, that Wheatley’s writings signal the themes of resistance and collective

survival that will become characteristic of African American letters. The

distinction, mentioned earlier, between Wheatley and the rest of the tradition

cannot hold because that distinction’s source, Jefferson himself, even admits

the radical dimension of her writing. Turning directly to classical literature

upends the seemingly surefooted dismissals of Wheatley from the 1960s and

1970s, which depend on Johnson’s misreading from the 1920s, which is itself

accidentally repeating Jefferson’s account from the 1780s.

Rather than bemoan Wheatley’s use of classical references and neoclassical

forms, it is much more important to continue thinking of how black writing

sustains these themes across these markedly different literary orientations. The

relationship between black thinkers and classical literature also deserves greater

attention because that archive’s narratives, poetry, lectures, oratories, histories,

events, and tropes have already enriched thinkers of African descent in the Amer-

icas since the eighteenth century. That is to say, today’s scholars can return to

classical literature to imagine the reading practices that allowed black thinkers to

direct that canon toward their own emancipatory ends, despite how Jefferson and

other proslavery interests would read these works. The arcane Phillis turns out to

be useful even for today’s scholarship. Having revealed that the accommodation-

ist Phillis Wheatley originates from Jefferson and his proslavery kin’s fear of

perilous possessions, this turn to classical literature shows that, actually, Jefferson

feared a rebellious, fugitive Wheatley who opposed the doubled tyrannies of

political slavery and chattel slavery. The final section of this essay offers a close

reading of “On Being Brought from Africa to America” to bring attention to the

nascent expression of a creative and critical project focused on blackness as

self-making or “refinement” over and against the doubled tyrannies of political

and chattel slavery.

V . O N B L A C K N E S S A N D R E F I N E M E N T

“On Being Brought” grapples with black culture’s ensemblic emergence

and endurance when it becomes legible to and gets misnamed by
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Enlightenment processes of racialization. In this essay, “On Being

Brought” anticipates and pushes aside Jefferson’s fear of the “many mil-

lions” who “have been brought to, and born in, America,” a fear that has

everything to do with the power of that disposition to theft as a shared

condition rather than an individual lack.

The entire poem reads:

‘Twas mercy brought me from my Pagan land

Taught my benighted soul to understand

That there’s a God, that there’s a Saviour, too:

Once I redemption neither sought nor knew.

Some view our sable race with scornful eye,

“their colour is a diabolic die.”

Remember, Christians, Negroes, Black as Cain,

May be refin’d, and join th’angelic train. (Wheatley 2001, 13)

Read within the limits of the accommodationist description, “mercy” must

refer to white Christians benevolently rescuing Wheatley from “Pagan”

Africa. This essay counters that well-known interpretation by reading the

poem as evidence for the “difficult miracle,” that is, for black poetry as

self-making in contrary conditions. That “difficulty” bespeaks the condi-

tions the black diaspora endures in the Americas as well as the reading

practices that must be taken up to read this poetry effectively. Far from a

transparent expression of authorial persona or identity, “On Being

Brought” is an inhospitable text, toying with the reader’s desire for

straightforward complaint or confession (Marriott 2013, 47). In that diffi-

culty, readers can glimpse the collective subjectivity produced in the pursuit

of freedom from a doubled tyranny.

Attending to the poem’s overall structure and internal grammar amplifies

the poem’s imagining of black collectivity outside the master’s discourse. The

poem’s title marks a process without a subject, if by subject one means the

Lockean self that is determined by its ownership and enjoyment of property

preceding any relation to the social.8 Were Wheatley committed to this

Eurocentric notion of selfhood, then her poem’s title marks a deficiency,

being composed of one long prepositional phrase that includes several
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shorter ones, with no subject to experience the journey. In actuality, the

title announces Wheatley’s interest in an experience incompatible with

Eurocentric notions of selfhood whether they are based on race, class,

gender, or religious affiliation.

Attending to the poem’s overall structure and internal grammar amplifies

Wheatley’s effort to imagine black collectivity outside the master’s discourse.

The poem’s form augments this challenge to conventional Western subjectiv-

ity. As an octave with iambic pentameter lines in an aabbccdd rhyme scheme,

the poem does not take on any popular standalone English form. Typically

this stanza structure functions as a building block to larger poetic forms in

Anglophone poetry from the nineteenth century until today.9 In a poem on

transition, Wheatley makes the very experience that readers would look past

in a larger poem into the focal point, without granting readers a stable sense of

self that precedes, endures, or comes out of the experience. Readers must find

out who experiences this transition in the reading or not at all, which calls for

a greater fidelity to those who underwent the Middle Passage. At the same

time, the poem tempts today’s readers to project a sovereign individual into

the text. It is tempting to think this will correct the poem because it lacks a

proper main character, when “On Being Brought” is truly about repurposing

poetry to focus on the improper characters who live, die, and live on outside

the parameters of sovereign individuality.

While the iambic pentameter rhythm soothes into a sense of didactic

even-handedness, the internal grammar of the poem offers several complica-

tions. The octave can be broken into two quatrains. Lines 1–3 conclude with a

colon, which is followed by an independent clause in line 4, “Once I redemp-

tion neither sought nor knew.” Line 4 serves as a volta that urges readers to

scrutinize its relationship to lines 1–3, in addition to considering the relation-

ship between lines 1–3 and lines 5–8. The placement and specific function of

this volta is crucial to understanding the poem’s complexities. The strategi-

cally placed colon makes this a poem of appositives at the level of several lines,

single lines, and single words. That appositional arrangement, coupled with

the punctuation and division of lines, means that no matter how one reads

this poem, an asymmetry remains. Considering the significance of the Middle

Passage to the instantiation of the modern world, “On Being Brought”
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suggests that the outcome of modernity depends upon how one engages with

these appositions, which must not be confused with the logical reconciliation

and transcendence of oppositions. Therefore, the difficult miracle, the self-

making of black culture, does not depend primarily on achieving a perfect

balance, coherence, or reconciliation. Without the property to count as own-

ers, as voters, or as citizens at that time, Wheatley’s poem shifts the register of

subjectivity from individual mastery toward sociality, experimentation, and

collaboration.

Readers who expect to find an accommodationist perspective in “On

Being Brought” will make Wheatley’s reference to “mercy” into a thank-you

card to white slaveowners for saving her from being in Africa. Such an ortho-

dox claim does not need such an unorthodox form. Nor can this accusation

explain the highly impersonal beginning of the essay, “‘Twas mercy

brought. . . . ” If Wheatley thinks white people saved her, she could have said so

without losing the poem’s structure. Indeed, saying so would have simplified

the structure. The poem’s thematic and formal engagement with transition,

its complicated internal grammar, its strategic usage of punctuation and

diction, all suggest that “mercy” refers to something much more obvious and

abstract than white saviors. Perhaps “mercy” takes on such an impersonal

form because Wheatley is referring to the sheer luck of surviving the Middle

Passage itself, considering that half, if not more, of those kidnapped die en

route, whether on the ship or in the Atlantic Ocean. That meaning of “mercy”

would acknowledge the historical occurrence inspiring the poem and com-

plement the poem’s irregular form.

Emphasizing contingency in this manner opens up other meanings to the

poem that complement the anti-tyrannicism espoused by Wheatley and her

fellow travelers. “On Being Brought” testifies to a traumatic experience that

incites a critique of conflicting standards of social value. Wheatley’s opinion

of that conflict shows up in line 4: “Once I redemption neither sought nor

knew.” Line 4 marks a threshold, further highlighted by a slight but significant

change in grammar and poetic meter. A more conventional rendering of the

sentence would read “Once redemption I neither sought nor knew.” But

Wheatley switches “I” and “redemption.” This switch creates the adverb

phrase “Once I,” which suggests that a former sense of self has been lost.
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This detail makes it difficult to think Wheatley appreciates being kid-

napped even if she learns to care for the Wheatleys of Boston, who treat her

with a benevolence uncommon among slaveholders. The individual nice-

ties of the Wheatley family do not restore the “I” that Wheatley once was,

let alone the West African context from which that “I” first evolved. Since

these details cast doubt on Wheatley thanking slavers for their dastardly

work, the meaning of redemption must be reconsidered.

Being “Once I” means enduring abjection through the process of redemp-

tion, which testifies to the perverse way that European imperialism cloaks

objectification, commercialization, pathologization, and abuse in moral sal-

vation. By placing “I” alongside its indirect object, “redemption,” Wheatley

grammatically separates the speaker from its inaction. That move amplifies

the distance between the kidnapped Africans and the moral economy that

projects the need for redemption onto them. This separation between action

and agent, in this case, undermines the global reach of the moral economy

that justifies slavery by mandating the spiritual renovation of the stolen.

Having removed the sense of inevitability from slavery’s moral economy,

Wheatley can play up the limits of redemption, such that the Africans are no

longer required to meet Europe’s expectations. As Jordan says, with the line

“Once I redemption neither sought nor knew,” Wheatley “presents us with

something wholly her own, something entirely new,” as to say “once I existed

beyond and without these terms under consideration. Once I existed on other

than your terms” (Jordan 2002, 178). Thus, calling Africa Pagan in the poem

marks a continent where Western economies of morality and power were

inoperative.

When this mode of power and redemptive moral code becomes operative

for Wheatley, “benighting” begins. Jordan calls benighted a “nonsense” word

choice because it “means being surrounded and preyed upon by darkness”

and “clearly reverses what had happened to the African child, surrounded by

and captured by the greed of white men” (2002, 178). In conflict with the

momentum of her own argument, Jordan fails to consider the broader range

of possible meanings for the word. “Benighted” refers to a world-unraveling

contextual change in what blackness means as Wheatley’s kidnappers force

her onto the Phillis and into a different moral economy operating under the
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sign of “redemption.” Taken from her family, transported across the Atlantic,

and sold in Boston, her new context attaches an array of perjoratives to

blackness in the domains of culture, law, economy, politics, and religion.

Equally important, “benighted” applies to the new social significance of

Wheatley’s dark skin: A soul draped in black skin has a lowered value as an end

while its value as a means increases for the benefit of others.10 If this reading is

correct, then Wheatley saying she was “taught” that “there’s a God” during the

Middle Passage—something a child from Islamic West Africa would not need

to learn through being kidnapped—is sarcasm, not celebration.11

Furthermore, “benighted” references the quite literal experience of being

brought to America. Honoré Jeffers has written a poem called “Twas Mercy”

that describes the horror of the slaveship as an “early descent into madness,”

as “naked travail among filth and rats” (Jeffers 2011). Jeffers calls readers to

imagine the luck of surviving with others in the bowels of the Phillis, while

remembering loved ones never to be seen again. Jeffers will go so far as to say

that the African poetess and her mother live on because the only thing more

painful than losing each other would be dying and no longer honoring each

other with remembrance. Wheatley’s corpus includes a single direct memory

of her mother, namely, seeing her mother perform morning libations from

pre-Islamic religious practice. In Jeffers’s poem “mercy” makes that ritual the

vessel for the mother-daughter bond and an indicator of the damage wrought

by slavery: “Perhaps it was mercy . . . / Water, bowl, sun— / A mothering, . . . /

Morning shards, and she wondered / If her child forgot her real name . . . ”

(Jeffers 2011). “Mercy” conveys a bittersweetness that has everything to do

with living outside the safety of kinship and the sheer amazement of surviving

the filth-ridden bottoms of slaveships and very little to do with the benevo-

lence of slaveholders.

Readers who accuse Wheatley of accommodationism worry that she con-

fuses mimicking whiteness with transcendence. Taking “benighted” seriously

as a concept metaphor in a poem about transition suggests that it conveys a

transdescendance. Said differently, benightedness triggers a return to imma-

nence. “On Being Brought” responds to the violent reduction of possibilities

for black life resulting from expropriation of intercontinental proportions.

That expropriation no longer counts “human animation” as proof of human
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life while racialization deems the black’s confrontation with sheer chaos to be

inevitable (Barrett 2014, 27). Through these unnamed forces in the poem,

slavers have the audacity to teach the speaker about “God,” when it is really a

mode of teaching black beings to accept colonial determinations of the pos-

sible and impossible and to accept those determinations based on a new

relationship to their own bodies. Slavers partly needed the Middle Passage to

convince the kidnapped that their bodies are meant for sale, overwork, sick-

ness, and death. Such abjection carries within it an unexpected excess in

which captive bodies feel the unsound nature of slavery, criticize their circum-

stances, or find something more to live for. This return to immanence takes

the reader from the first quatrain to the second and final quatrain, where

refinement comes to the fore.

While the first quatrain stresses the violent resignification of blackness for

the kidnapped during the Middle Passage, the second quatrain emphasizes

the subjectivity Africans produce for themselves within that objectifying

imperial situation.12 To reiterate, the several negations in the poem hardly

precipitate an “I” corresponding to Eurocentric notions of propertied person-

hood. Accusative pronouns “me” and “my” in the first quatrain convey a

passivity in being transported across the Atlantic by force. The selves being

stolen retain a great deal of their cultural knowledge before their kidnap-

ping and sale. The greater problem is that racial capitalism severs any

consistent access those Africans might have had to sovereign rights and

protections back on the continent.13 With so many kidnapped Africans

being completely vulnerable to daily violence without legal protections, all to

ensure racial capitalism’s expansion, it would seem that no agency could

emerge from this onslaught. Surprisingly, in line 5 of “On Being Brought,”

another subjectivity emerges apposite to the passive bodies that racial capi-

talism wants to create through slave transport.14 The leap from an individual

passive object to a matter-of-fact declaration of collectivity in line 5—“Some

view our sable race with scornful eye”—brings the references to apposition in

this reading to a head. The poem’s formal appositions urge readers to think of

how they view Wheatley alongside other Africans on the Phillis. One can

evaluate the effort to objectify, sell, and exhaust the productive capacities of

stolen Africans; or, one can evaluate how those selfsame Africans on the Phillis
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forge new relationships crossing linguistic, tribal, religious, political, and

economic differences.

Wheatley touches on these differences with her description of “our sable

race.” As early as the sixteenth century, European politicians and merchants

valued sable fur. With the phrase, then, Wheatley never loses sight of how

“some see” Africans as a valuable commodity. However, one would be remiss

to limit the meaning to Europe’s demand for luxury items. Sable only becomes

a commodity because of its texture. Whereas the Enlightenment primarily

thinks of race as visual signs of one’s rank in humanity, Wheatley wants her

readers to center on the sense of touch. One can settle for treating Africans as

objects; or, one can acknowledge their intimacy, vulnerability, finitude, and

perseverance together, where they feel each other’s pains, hopes, longings,

gladness, fears, confusions, fevers, seizures, rigor mortis, and surprise recov-

eries along the strong-arm voyage. When Wheatley says “our sable race,” she

identifies herself as coparticipant in this group, feeling that privileges a sense

of self-worth over and against how slavery values them. Perhaps this explains

why Johnson hears no “native note” in Wheatley’s poetry and why Loggins’s

description of the sonorousness of Poems does not go far enough. Such a

“native note” should be expected from a poet performing at home. But as

Jordan says, “a poet is someone at home,” and poetry becomes black in being

produced away from home (2002, 175).15 Thus, any native note, even one sung

in its native African language, would wring differently through the strained,

dehydrated voice boxes of the kidnapped as they echo off the Phillis’s var-

nished wood, braces, and bolts. Equally important, Athenaeus’s comments

about unsoundness suggest that it would be generative to listen to the discor-

dant or jaggedly harmonious sonority in Wheatley’s poetry, without forget-

ting that no preestablished Western poetic form exists in Wheatley’s day to

help her accomplish this insurmountable but necessary literary task.

Wheatley’s attendance to the unsound feeling of enslavement does not

leave the visual behind completely. Line 6 of “On Being Brought,” “their colour

is a diabolic die,” pits the sable race against others who prefer an Enlighten-

ment way of seeing. First, Wheatley’s use of quotations in that line indicates

that she disagrees with the descriptor “diabolic.” Needless to say, the Enlight-

enment view would conclude that repentance for black folk requires
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removing their blackness. In this redemptive process, the white Christian,

who is more upright by already being white, can save the black Christian from

the latter’s inner predations. “Die” refers to the coloration of fabric and to

actual death from the Enlightenment viewpoint. To make matters more com-

plicated, Wheatley denies that blackness is a pathology, but she does not deny

that it is a dye, a stain. A stain “is both more and less than the function of an

image,” capable of “dispers[ing] itself and absorb[ing] the space around it”

(Bradley 2016). That contaminative capacity in the dye can have no guaran-

teed limits, which threatens the Enlightenment’s fantasy of finally containing

and excising blackness.

Taking this argument further, the Enlightenment subject fears becoming

black and losing the perch from which they can condemn, discipline, exploit,

or even execute othered bodies under the guise of redemption. That is to say,

Wheatley writes about “repentance” to call out the power dynamic behind its

moral façade. For those who would disparage the slaves on the Phillis, losing

this power over racial others amounts to losing everything. While Wheatley’s

Enlightenment contemporaries would consider becoming black a final disas-

trous ending, Wheatley considers it a beginning for her and other Africans on

the Phillis, despite the depredations they have undergone. Thus, the final

couplet “Remember, Christians, Negroes, Black as Cain / May be refin’d, and

join th’angelic train” confounds any convenient, hospitable reading, espe-

cially the assimilationist argument that becoming Christian means becoming

white. Certainly, the pious Wheatley believes in a God and a heaven with no

respect for earthly racial distinctions. On this side of death, Wheatley’s poem

deals with greater complications. Italicizing “Christians” and “Negroes” as-

serts that the former can be the latter, and vice versa. By saying that Christians

can be Negroes comparable to an italicized Cain, Wheatley draws Christianity

into a different orbit.

The mark of Cain, which appears in the book of Genesis in the Christian Old

Testament, becomes a useful trope for early modern theories of racialization.

Wheatley knew and contested those theories in “On Being Brought.” Isaac De

Peyrere’s Prae-Adamitae or Men Before Adam (1656), in English translation, helped

to justify European prejudices against non-Western populations until later theo-

ries superseded it. Then in 1678, Anne Bradstreet’s “Contemplations” described
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Cain as cursed at birth, the soured fruit of Adam and Eve’s exit from Paradise: “His

face like death, his heart with horror fraught, / Nor Male-factor ever felt like

war, / When deep despair with wish of life hath fought, / Branded with guilt,

and crusht with treble woes, / A Vagabond to Land of Nod goes. / A city builds,

that wals might him secure from foes” (1967, 207–8). While Bradstreet’s poem

does not overtly racialize the Cain narrative, her poem sustains the idea that

Cain and his descendants live as vagabonds on the margins of human com-

munity, ever exposed to murder. Cain’s departure to Nod only exacerbates his

separation from upright living. Thus, Wheatley’s phrase “Christians, Negroes,

Black as Cain” puts her white readers in the morally, politically, and legally

excluded position they should never inhabit as Christians. Wheatley exposes

Christians to the very precarity they project onto blackness and onto a be-

nighted population, which reveals racism as a misrecognition of her life and

others stolen in the Middle Passage, even as she highlights an equality across

racial differences that Christian slavers must deny to justify their malevo-

lence.

Western Christianity would redeem this entire aberration—and that is the

problem. Western empire’s variants of Christianity have consistently made end-

less laboring and punishment essential to the redemption of black people. Theo-

retically and historically, it is unclear as to when Western empire’s version of

Christianity will finish its redemptive work so both racial groups are equal in all

human aspects. It is even less clear whether those who oversee this redemptive

work will risk losing power by admitting that they have completed their moral

mission. Twentieth- and twenty-first-century readers fear that black writers in

early America perpetuate the unjust power dynamic lurking behind this

theological-political effort.16 Ample evidence from “On Being Brought” should

allay that fear, as it commemorates lost loved ones and chooses intimacy with

the benighted over the racist detractors that Wheatley quotes from a distance.

Therefore, readers should hesitate before they make “refin’d” in the conclud-

ing line synonymous with a disempowering religious conversion. Several

scholars have proposed that Wheatley chooses the word “refined” to criticize

the centrality of sugar as a product of slave labor across New England and the

Atlantic World (Levernier 1981). This essay takes no issue with that historicist

argument, save that such an interpretation of Wheatley’s day may lose sight of
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what refinement means for the future of the “sable race” and the tyranny it will

continue to face.

I conclude this essay by turning to two intertextual references that will shed

some light on the meaning of refinement in “On Being Brought.” The first refer-

ence comes from Wheatley herself, and the other comes from John Milton. In “On

the Death of General Wooster,” from July 1778, Wheatley offers her most explicit

opposition to the charge that black people needed slavery for their redemption.

M. A. Isani made this unpublished poem available in 1980. But scholars have given

it scant attention. In “Wooster,” Wheatley (2001) applauds the titular charac-

ter’s martyrdom on the American Revolutionary battlefield. Wheatley places

in Wooster’s mouth a prayer as he dies, which asks God to “lead Columbia

[America] tho’ the toils of war,” to “keep” Americans “ever Virtuous, brave and

free” (93). Next, Wooster questions whether or not his prayer will be answered

because of slavery’s “disgrace” to the majority of American Revolutionaries:

“But how, presumptuous shall we hope to find / Divine acceptance with

th’Almighty mind— / While yet (O deed Ungenerous!) they disgrace / And

hold in bondage Afric’s blameless race? / Let Virtue reign—And thou accord

our prayers / Be victory our’s, and generous freedom theirs” (Wheatley 2001,

93). “Wooster” directly says the American Revolution’s promise will only be

fulfilled through abolition and the granting of full rights for black people (a

“generous freedom”). Most importantly, Wheatley has a martyr of the Ameri-

can Revolution call Africa a “Blameless race” in his dying breath. From Wheat-

ley’s first draft of “On Being Brought” in 1768, at the age of 14, to “Wooster,” she

has consistently affirmed black life (Asani 1979, 65). Her consistency opens the

possibility for arguing that the 1773 version of “On Being Brought” uses “re-

finement” to identify a different path of intellectual, cultural, and political

development for the sable race no longer based on blame or curses.

Supporting this hypothesis means turning to Wheatley’s favorite book,

John Milton’s epic Paradise Lost (2005). Scholars have recently acknowledged

the influence of “The British Homer” on Wheatley’s approach to poetry. It

turns out that Milton chooses refinement to mark the spiritual potential of

humanity in book 5 of Paradise Lost. While Bradstreet makes Cain the final

byproduct of original sin, Wheatley plays on this assumption only to disorient

readers by sending them to prelapsarian Eden, where Adam may refine
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himself to the point of going from flesh to spirit, trafficking between earthly

and heavenly paradises. In book 5, the angel Raphael says:

O Adam, one Almightie is, from whom

All things proceed, and up to him return,

If not deprav’d from good, created all

Such to perfection, and in things that live, of life;

But more refin’d, more spirituous and pure,

As nearer to him plac’t or neerer tending

Each in thir several active Sphears assignd,

Til body up to spirit work . . .

. . . The time may come when men

With Angels may participate, and find

No inconvenient Diet, nor too light Fare:

And from these corporal nutriments perhaps

Your bodies may at last turn all to Spirit

Improv’d by tract of time, and wingd ascend

Ethereal, as wee, or may at choice

Here or in Heav’nly Paradises dwell.” (Milton 2005, 125) 17

The intertextual links between refinement and blamelessness in “On Be-

ing Brought,” in “Wooster,” and in Paradise Lost take readers far away from

debates over Wheatley’s imitativeness, lack of passion, or indifference to

suffering. American Christianity, in its complicity with what Cedric Robinson

calls racial capitalism, produces the conditions for the pseudonym “Phillis

Wheatley,” as markers of the slaveship and ownership, to impose them on a

young African girl. But American Christianity does not produce the poetess

who dons that pseudonym to call Africans blameless and who reimagines

them on a path of increasing perfection, carrying the same intellectual and

spiritual potential as prelapsarian humanity, to make themselves as spirited,

powerful, and knowing as the angels.

Who, then, is Phillis Wheatley? “Phillis Wheatley” refers to the African

poetess who first proposes in published form what Stefano Harney and Fred

Moten state more than 230 years later in The Undercommons: “there’s nothing

wrong with Blackness” (2013, 47). Harney and Moten wish to turn this claim

into an axiom reorienting scholarship away from the assumption that black-

ness improves itself by becoming less black. Wheatley agrees with the project
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this axiom instantiates, that black life’s intellectual and cultural trajectories

are worthy of elaboration in whatever conditions it faces, considering that she

makes this claim in a poem set during the most world-shattering experience

that those aboard the Phillis would have known. “On Being Brought” is not the

proof of Wheatley’s accommodationism but a tribute to the cultivation of the

general intellect and a shared willingness to live on, which deserves a “gener-

ous freedom” untrammeled by political or chattel slavery.

Though still impressionistic, Wheatley’s idea of refinement, based on

the premise that there’s nothing wrong with blackness, gives today’s read-

ers two major challenges. First, she challenges readers to examine the

African American literary tradition for its creative response to political

and chattel slavery, past and present (which, arguably, can include pris-

ons, child labor, human trafficking, and other forms of forced labor today).

Second, Wheatley would have us imagine and enact a translatio studii

unmoored from the dictates of empire and its plantation kinglets. Such a

project would alter canons, methodologies, and the relationship between

scholarship and politics. It would also call scholars to take up a challenge

that Jordan mentions in her remarkable essay. Jordan laments that Wheat-

ley’s publishing career died along with her master and mistress as she

entered adulthood. Her former readers did not want to hear an “indepen-

dent Black woman poet” (Jordan 2002, 184). Even today, Jordan says, black

writers are frequently and unfairly infantilized. Something similar applies to

today’s scholars, who are burdened by disciplinary limits, publication trends,

discriminatory selection and promotion processes, and censorship of politi-

cal speech, as if they lack the maturity that their training and position grant

them. The master’s discourse continues to infantilize, subordinate, and mis-

name black thought wherever it can. Those who are invested in Wheatley’s

legacy as a matter of academic research and personal conviction remain

within the problematic she struggled against and the potential for refinement

that she identified. There are, therefore, no grounds to condescend toward

Wheatley through comparing her past with our present. But Jordan teaches

that there are grounds for sustaining Wheatley’s effort in our own unsound

feeling. Just as Wheatley writes of and in black poetry’s difficult emergence, so

we are charged with “speak[ing] the truth of our difficult maturity in an alien
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place” (Jordan 2002, 185). So long as we face this historical task, the African

poetess will be worthy of imitation.

N O T E S

1. See Wilder (2013) for the most compelling history of the intimate relationship between

American universities and slavery from the seventeenth century until the Civil War.

2. “Both Cicero and Quintillian will emphasize later on that imitation is not only a means

of forging one’s discourse but also a consciously intertextual practice that contributes

to the definition of the individual. For them, imitation is not repetition but the com-

pletion of an act of interpretation . . . The stylistic exercise of imitation reveals the idea

of proliferation, variation, regeneration, which is a central feature of language” (Alfaro

1996, 269).

3. “Aristotle introduces the natural slave in book I of Politics when discussing the institution

of chattel slavery, conceptualized in relation to the individual household master and

slave . . . As a consequence, Asiatic political subjection to an absolute monarch . . . becomes

confusingly intertwined with the doctrine of individuals who are slaves-by-nature, meant

to legitimate the widespread practice within Greece of enslaving non-Greeks, or barbaroi”

(Nyquist 2013, 11).

4. As Gates says, “The Jeffersonian critique has been recuperated and recycled by successive

generations of black writers and critics. Precisely the sort of mastery of the literary craft and

themes . . . was now summoned as proof that she was, culturally, an imposter” (Gates 2002,

24). However, this essay places greater emphasis on Johnson’s role in reinvigorating Jeffer-

son’s critique for the twentieth century.

5. For more on this matter, see Malamud (2010) or Emily Greenwood (2010).

6. Hairston will go further than Manning (2013) in discussing the U.S. variant of translatio

imperii et studii: “If the expansion of white culture and the triumph of American translatio

depended on the civic myth of racial superiority, then Thomas Jefferson’s philosophy of

Black subhumanity, civil inferiority and intellectual deficiency in the Declaration and Notes

on the State of Virginia practically lit the path to conquest” (Hairston 2013, 6–8).

7. As Farah Jasmine Griffin puts it, “theories of fugitivity in African diasporic life are attrib-

uted to the brilliant Fred Moten. However, Moten acknowledges that he borrows from and

builds on the work of poet and critic Nathaniel Mackey” (2013, 42).

8. See Montag (2017) and Judy (2015) for more on Locke, property, and its significance to

modern consciousness and racial identity.

9. Even if the couplets remind one of Pope, it could only be a distant reminiscence, for the

poem tethers itself to an experience—the Middle Passage—that Pope never addresses,

especially considering the “muted protest” he made against slavery in general. See Richard-

son (2001).
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10. For example, consider Jacobus Capitein, who lived a generation before Wheatley. Born in

Ghana and then taken to the Netherlands to be educated, Capitein became a published

theologian. The frontispiece to his dissertation reads “Observer, contemplate this African:

his skin is Black but his soul is white, since Jesus himself prays for him. With [Capitein], the

Africans, once whitened, will always honor the Lamb.” See Capitein (2001).

11. See Erkilla (1993, 233). She, too, hears an “ironic inflection” in “On Being Brought.”

12. For more on this matter, see Robinson (2000) and Blackburn (2010).

13. For one example of a synthesis of the rights and protections of Africans, even as slaves, on

the African continent, see Mbembe (2017).

14. “What we speak of is this radical being beside itself of Blackness, its appositionality” (Moten

2013, 756).

15. “A poet is somebody free. A poet is someone at home.”

16. Elizabeth Fenton certainly thinks that Wheatley goes in this direction, when she argues

that “On Being Brought” “play[s] on the homophones ‘Cain’ and ‘cane,’” to make

“conversion” a “lightening process similar to the refinement of sugar. Whiteness,

then, becomes less a function of racial identification than of devotion to God” (Fenton

2011, 72). This interpretation is triply shocking, by associating Wheatley’s refinement

with bleaching despite her emphasis on a “sable” culture, by admitting this lightening’s

links to Christianity without admitting its role in racialization, and by ultimately making

Wheatley agree with the white gaze that she brackets in the poem, who think blackness is

diabolical.

17. I want to thank Ross Lerner and Promise Li for introducing me to this theme of Milton’s

Paradise Lost. Of course, any shortcomings in the argument are my own.
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